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Introduction 
Introduction 
Information is an important national basic resource. It is an 
indispensable raw material for right decision making from the governmental 
level to the personal level. It is in fact a vital ingredient for the socio-
economic and cultural development of any nation. 
The backwardness of any country in respect of socio economic 
condition is mainly due to lack of international cooperation and 
understanding in the field of information. Transfer especially in the area of 
science and technology. 
Information leads to knowledge is a prerequisite for wisdom which 
when applied judiciously, contributes to prosperity in divers area of human 
activities like academic social and industrial the world has now moved for 
the industrial revolution in to the information revolution. There is a little 
difference in the words-
Data-Information-Knowledge 
Data- Raw facts eg. Numbers letters symbols. 
Information- Information is obtained through processing of data the 
cognitive state of awareness. 
Knowledge- It is an organized set of statements of facts or ideas presenting a 
resource judgment the cognitive state beyond awareness. 
Concept of Information 
The tern information is originated from 'formation' and 'format' both 
these terms defines the size and for mat of any entity, along with the 
indication towards the construction of a pattern. Information may also tern 
as knowledge, as knowledge is what ewe knows or the portion of 
information which is our knowledge. 
The term information is extensively used in the documents of library 
and information science. It is used with a variety of meaning some identify it 
with communication over transmission lines measured by the statistical 
properties of signals some identity it facts about any subject some with the 
experience stored in human mind. (Khan, M. T.M.I998). 
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Information is the products of human brain in action. It may be 
abstract or concrete. {Prasher, R.G.2003). 
Information is the message conveyed or intended to be conveyed by a 
systemized body of ideas, or its accepted or acceptable substitution. 
Definition 
According to 5rooAr5-"Knowledge is a sum of many bits of information and 
when more information is added to the existing knowledge structure, it gets 
modified". His views are expressed by the following equation-
Z\1+(S) ^(S+AS) 
Where S is the knowledge structure modified by the information, input Al, 
to bring forward a totally next knowledge (S+ AS). 
According to Bell- "Information is news, facts, statistics report, legislation, 
text-codes, judicial decisions and resolutions." 
According to Machlup-''\x\iormdX\on differentiating it from knowledge at 
the same time according to him(l) Infonnation is piecemeal, fragmented , 
particular where as knowledge is structural coherent and universal (2) 
Information is timely transitory perhaps even ephemeral, where as 
knowledge is of enduring significance (3) information is flow of message 
where as knowledge is stock largely resulting from the flow". 
(Prasher, R. G. 2003). 
Computing Dictionary 
Data: 
"The result of applying data processing to data giving it context and 
meaning- infomiation can then we further processed to yield knowledge". 
People or computers can find patterns in data to perceive 
information and information can be used to enhance knowledge. Since 
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knowledge is prerequisite to wisdom we always want more data and 
information. But as modem societies verge on information overload, we 
specially need better ways to find patterns. 
Example: - 123547.89 is data 
"Your bank balance has jumped 8087% to $1234567.89" is 
information. 
"Nobody owes me that much money" is knowledge. 
"I had better talk to the bank before I spend it because of what 
has happened to other people" is wisdom. 
(http'J/dictionary. reference, com) 
Types of Information 
According to J.H. Shera, information may be 
categorized into six types-
Conceptual Information: - The ideas, theorie, hypothesis about the 
relationship which exists among the variables in the area of a problem. 
2-Empmcal Information: - Experience the data of research may be drawn 
from one's self or through communication from others. It may be laboratory 
generated or it may be a product of the 'Literature search'. 
3-Procedural Information: - the methodology which enable the investigator 
to operate more effectively. Procedural information relates the means by 
which the data of investigation is obtained, manipulated and tested, it is 
certainly methodological and from it has been derived the scientific attitude. 
The communication of procedural information from one discipline or field 
of investigation to another may illuminate vast shadows of human ignorance. 
4- Stimulatory Information- Man must be motivated and there are but two 
sources of such motivation, himself and his environment. Stimulatory 
information that is transmitted by direct communication, the contagious 
enthusiasm of another individual but whether direct or indirect 
communication it is fortuitous by nature, it submits unwillingly to direct or 
compulsion. 
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5- Policy Information: - this is the focus of the decision making process. 
Collective activity necessitates the definition and objective and purpose, the 
fixing of responsibility, the co definition of rights and privileges and the 
delineafion of funcfions. 
6- Directive Information: - Group activity can not proceed effectively 
without co-ordinafion, and it is through direcfive information that this- co-
ordination is achieved. (Shera, J.H. 1972). 
UNISIST- II - Gives a restricted meaning to information. In the context of 
science, technology and social development: 
"Infonnation is the symbolic element used for 
communicating scientific and technical knowledge, irrespective of their 
nature (numerical, textual etc.) material careers, forni of presentation etc. It 
refers to both substances and contents of documents and to physical 
existence the terni is also used to designate both the message (substance and 
fonn) and its communication arts." 
(Prasad, KM. Info. Needs and Users) 
Ranganathan's five laws of Library Science re-interpreted by G. 
Bhattacharya into five normative principles of information are given below-
1. Information is use 
2. Every information user his/her information 
3. Every piece of infonnation its user 
4. Save the time of the information-user 
5. The universe of information is ever growing. 
J.Becker says -'Information is fact about any subject information." 
N.Balkin - "Information is that which is capable of transforming structure." 
Approaches-
Wersig and Neveling gave the following six approaches to 
information-
1. Structural approach - In this approach information is viewed as 
structure of the word or stafic relations between physical objects 
which may be perceived or not. 
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2. The knowledge approach - This approach records knowledge that is 
built on the basis of perception of the structure of the word. But the 
problem with this approach is that the term 'information' may 
erroneously be used for the term 'knowledge'. 
3. Message approach - Content may convey in the form of a message. It 
is concerned with transmission of symbols representing a message. 
4. Meaning Approach - Semantic contents of message are accepted as 
information. 
5. Effect Approach - This approach says that information occurs only as 
a specific effect of a process. 
6. The Process Approach - Based on an idea occurring in the human 
mind when a problem occurs. 
Idea + Mind = Process 
On the basis of above approaches the learned authors conclude that 
information is a social process and should be defined in relation to 
information needs either as reduction of uncertainty caused by a 
communication data or as data used for reducing uncertainty. 
(Prashar, R.G. 2003) 
Nature of Information - The nature of information is that it is an element of 
a knowledge spectrum (Delons). Here data, information, knowledge and 
wisdom are viewed as a part of a continuum, one leading into another, each 
the result of action the preceding, with no clear boundaries between them. 
Information originates and is generated because there 
exists a need or an interest. 
Characteristics of Information -
1. Information is the flow of message 
2. Information is transitory by nature 
3. Information inherits meaning (it give meaning message). 
4. Information is fragmented these facts collectively generate 
'knowledge'. 
5. Information is timely -infonnation is characterized by timeless. 
6. Information is purpose oriented. Any fact or data information has 
some purpose behind its origin or generation. 
7. Information is dynamic by nature. Information is dynamic i.e., it is not 
a static process; it keeps on being generating and including itself in 
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knowledge. More and more researches are conducted and newer 
information is adds to the universe of knowledge proves its dynamic 
character. 
8. Information can be surrogated in place of others. 
9. Information can be changed into other mediums transmitted by 
speech, books, television etc. 
10.Information is mainly related to abstracts and behaviors. 
11 .Information can be recorded as information is fact, it can be recorded 
in any form. 
12.Information is quantitative. 
13.Information may be destroyed, there are chances of disappearing. 
14.Information can be abstracted or extracted as situation may be better 
beneficial uses. (Khan,M.T.MJ998) 
Barriers of information -
1. The barrier of large number including the phenomenon of a small 
piece of information lying buried in a vast mass of information. 
2. The barrier of inadequate finance. 
3. The barrier of language (man made/machine) 
4. Barrier caused by Jargon e.g. Neologism, Synonym, Acronym, and 
labels of presentation failed to convey the message intended to be 
communicative. 
5. Cultural and social differentiation may cause serious problems of 
communication. 
6. Barrier of space. 
7. Barrier of time. 
8. Barrier of lack of accessibility to right source of information. 
(Prashar, R.G, 2003) 
Laws of Information -
Some fundamental laws of information are 
1. Law of Stimulation (f Law of Information): A decision maker 
remains in a state of rest to perform the same action unless and until 
his knowledge base is stimulated by either a piece of information from 
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external source(non-autonomous) or activated by his own self 
thinking mechanism (automation) 
Law of Equi-orientadon (2"'^ Law of information): under similar 
condition of time space, resources and knowledge base. The same 
piece of data acts as information for all decision makers and makes 
them take the same action. 
Law of Information Utilization (3'^'' Law of Information): The force 
that propels a decision maker to seek access to an information store is 
directly proportional to the product of relevance, availability, 
precision accessibility, reliability and speed (of reach, recall and 
return) of access and inversely proportional to the cost of access. 
Force = Rel * Avail *Prec* Reliab* Speed of access 
Cost 
Theories of Information:-
1. Mathematical Theory of Information: Early theory of information 
was based on the classic research of Shenon and Weaver, who 
suggested that the amount of information in a message is related to the 
size of vocabulary available in it. The Mathematical theory of 
infarmation thus evolved, stated that the amount of infomiation in a 
message is related to the probability ratio of 50% of infonnation 
receptions there are equal chance of guessing either correct or 
incorrect. And if, the number of terms is more the probability of 
getting more and correct information is high. But if the recipient has 
prior knowledge of the same, it will reduce the amount of information 
in a message. 
2. Semantic Theory of Information: - According to this theory, 
information is a message is increased by the prior knowledge of the 
recipient. This theory was referred to by Fairethome as the Phlogiston 
theory of information, in which an earlier knowledge of the message 
would increase the information content for a particular recipient as he 
would able to extract more or fully. 
Whittemore and Yovits Theory: - The two models elaborated earlier 
are not fit to work as an infonnation unit so Whittemore and Yovits 
generalized another infomiation system. They suggested that 
information is date of value for decision making. 
This theory stated that the information embedded, had 
the capacity to reduce uncertainty. The amount of uncertainty reduce 
would vary, with the information needed by the recipient. In this way, 
J. 
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the decision takes will be guided by the information in decision 
matters. 
Thus the theory stresses on some kind of decision making, 
which act as a measure of information. 
4. Brookes Information Theory: - Brookes tries to differentiate between 
information and knowledge. He opined that the individual knowledge 
that has been collected by him, when it is collected together and 
presented for public use, does it, become knowledge. 
To support the above statement he had put forward an equation 
of Information theory: Zi+(S)^(S AS) 
Where S is the knowledge structure modified by information inputs: 
Al, to bring forward a totally new knowledge structure (S + SJ\ 
Thus the concept of information as made clear by these 
theories is that infomiation can be regarded as Data, which can 
be transmitted between individual and it varies from individual 
to individual, regarding its usage. 
(Khan, M.T.M. 1998) 
Definition of terms:-
Information: - The word Information means Knowledge acquired 
through experience or study: the act of informing or the condition of 
being informed. It is regarded as a collection of raw data, consisting of 
symbols, signs, signals, and surrogates that can be compiled into 
message (text, audio, image, or digital for communication). 
Seek: - To make search or enquiry to look for information. 
Seeking: - It means an expression of want, demand, need or 
requirement that entails looking for or fetching an item or 
information. 
Behavior: - According to Oxford English Dictionary bearing or 
conduct, means the way of behaving or behaving with careful good 
manners. It normally associated with the psychological and emotional 
status, dynamics and paradigm of an individual or organization in 
relation or reaction to internal and external stimuli. 
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Information Seeking Behavior 
According to King "A manner in which a user conduct himself in 
relation to a given infonnation environment is information seeking 
behavior." 
Information Seeking Behavior is a complex information and 
communication activity requiring access to diverse information 
system and resources in order to deal with work related personal and 
social information problems. 
In order to satisfy the information need the user activity 
under goes the information seeking process. The attempt of the user in 
obtaining the needed information results from the recognition of some 
need, perceived by the user, this called Information Seeking Behavior. 
The Information Seeking Behavior is mainly concerned 
with who need what kind of information and what reason, how 
information is found, evaluates and used and how these needs can be 
identified and satisfied. 
The Information Seeking Behavior refers to the strategies 
and actions under taken to located discrete knowledge elements. It is 
concerned with the integrative utilization the three basic resources: 
(i). people (ii) information and (iii) system. It can be said that the 
behavior, which yields the highest information satisfaction is the best. 
(Ocholla, Dennis.N 1999). 
Concept of Information Seeking Behavior 
With the growth of Information deluse, each one needs 
information of increasing variety and diversity of level, frequency, 
volume and use. This complex situation appears to be ambiguous and 
heterogeneous in character as, that information needs of a particular 
group of users and information flow from a specified situation / 
Organization are difficult to determine. Again the use of infonnation 
is so complex that these can not be a simple system to cop up with the 
task of effective retrieval without assessing their specific needs. This 
situation has given and rise to the glowing concept of Infomiation 
searching and the matter of determining .The pattern of searching is 
said to be considered Information Seeking Behavior. 
(Mahapatra, R.K. and Panda, K.C. 2001). 
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Element of Information Seeking Behavior 
Information Seeking is a matter more or less related to the sense 
making in which the individual chooses an item of information that 
best fits to his needs and purposes. 
Dervin and Nilan have proposed a paradigm shift for an information 
seeking behavior. They have identified and automotive set of 
promises and assumption, the essence of an alternative paradigm in a 
set of six elements they are -
1. The study of user behavior primarily in the context of user 
interaction v i^th the system verses holistic approaches that focus 
on the whole social interaction. 
2. Focus on external behavior verses internal cognition. 
3. The conception of information as objective verses subjective. 
4. Concerns that a focus on individual behavior yields too much 
variation for system to integrate verses the need, with individuality 
in user behavior. 
5. Information users as passive recipient or objective information 
verses purposive self controlling and sense making being. 
6. Users of information on behavior applied across situations verses 
behavior understood as the result of dialogue between system and 
user in which need articulation goes through situation ally bound 
interactions. (Mahapatra, R.K. and Panda, K.C.2001) 
Purpose of Information seeking:-
Information sought by a user is often for a particular purpose, which 
aught not be neglected in user studio. It may be current or anticipated and 
the use of an item of information or even source optimum when a perfect 
match occurs between the need arising out of the purpose and incident of 
use. The nature of the work of users and the different row play and the 
starting prints for understanding the purpose of information seeking. The 
purpose of seeking information also varies according to the work assigned to 
each. 
{Prasad, H.N. 1998) 
Information gathering: -
Once "useful" information had been identified in a cutting, it would 
then be collected and stored as part of a small, but evolving, assignment 
specific collection developed as a material resource to support further 
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information seeking or the later writing process. The means of gathering 
depended on how much information in a cutting was deemed potentially 
useful. 
Uncertainty has developed into a significant theme information 
seeking theory. Notably belkin it. El.(1982) describer uncertainty manifest in 
the information seeker's inability to express their information need and 
Kuhlthan's (1993). Information seeking behavior (Wilson, 1999 a) is limited 
in their ability to describe ELIS (Every Life Information Seeking). First 
current models tend to focus on active information seeking, to the neglect of 
less-directed practices. 
Models of Information Seeking Behavior: -
Any analysis of the literature of infomiation seeking behavior must be 
based upon same general model of what might be called information an 
behavior is a part Wilson's (1981) model shown locates the concepts of 
information exchange and information use in flow diagram that can be seen 
as charting the behavior of an individual faced with the need to find 
information. Wilson argued that a general model of this kind was useful in 
identifying are as where additional research could be of value and pointed to 
the lack of research on infomiation use as an example. 
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Information User 
Satisfaction or 
Non-Satisfaction 
"Need" 
Information u s e 
Information or 
seeking Behavior 
Information 
Exchange 
Demand or 
Information System 
Demands or other 
Information Sources 
Success Failure Other people 
Information 
Transfer 
A General model of information-seeking Behavior. 
Leclcie and colleagues (1996) rightly says that successful model of 
information seeking must incorporate enough flexibility and unpredictability 
If infonnation as seeking process. Wilson (1999) describes a model of 
information behavior as framework for thinking about a problem and may 
evolve into statement of relationship among theoretical proposition. So 
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many models of infonnation seeking behavior in various professions and 
disciplines have been developed. A few of them are being discussed for the 
purpose of generalization (Chandel, A.S. & Sarsaf, Veena, 2002). 
Comparison of models of information seeking Behavior:-
Kuhlthau: - Initiation selection-Identification-Formulation-Collection-
Presentation 
Dervin: - Situation in time & space-GAP-(Intervening factors)-Bridging-out 
come. 
Ellis: - Starting-Chaining-Browsing-Differentiatiog-Monitoring-Expraction-
Verifying- Ending. 
Witson: ~ Context of needs-Activating 
Mechanism-Intervening Variables. 
Characteristics if Information Needs: 
Source of information + Awareness of infomiation-outcome-feedback 
Westbrook: - Needing-Starting-Working-Deciding-Closing 
I 
Browsing Meta Data 
Peter Brophy: - Formulate-Locate-Request-Authenticate-Use 
Browse object Return & Release 
(Chandel, A.S. & Aaraf, Veena 2002) 
Kuhlthau's Model (1994):-
Kuhlthau's model of infonnation search process is more in context of 
students who select their research topic after initiation. This may not be 
applicable to other categories of user who normally begin their search with 
preconceived implicit or explicit need present in their cognitive state. 
However, the other stages may have the generally applicability. 
20 
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Kuhlthau (1993) had also proposed a model of individual information 
search process identifying following 7 stages, namely: 
I. Take initiation 
II. Topic selection 
III. Previous exploration 
IV. Focus formulation 
V. Intimation collection 
VI. Search closure and 
VII. Start writing 
The stage of browsing in Ellis's model may fore cede of follow 
chaining similarly, monitoring may not fit between differentiating and 
extracting. In monitoring, user search for current awareness, which he can 
find directly by browsing cuiTent journals and any other inducing and 
abstracting services and may not need earlier stages of information search 
(Kuhlthau, 1993). 
Ellis fl989) has described these stages as 'general characteristics' in 
time and space of model. 
Dervin's and Wilson's model also have the similarity situation in time 
and space of Dervin's model is comparable with context of needs of 
Wilson's models and work role of Leckie. The context of the problem and 
situate as are the predominant factor in information seeking behavior. 
{Ellis, David, 1998) 
Wilson Model (1999):- Wilson has differentiated between 
information seeking and information searching behavior. However in the 
time present model, both are being together. The process of finding 
information including behavioral aspect has been rightly denoted by new 
term informafion foraging (1998) meaning activities associated with 
assessing, seeking is different by different users groups adopting their own 
strategies. 
Krikelas Alternative Model:- Krikelas has presented "the ahernative 
model" to information seeking behavior. Though his model does not 
elaborately or specifically discussed, information seeking behavior (ISB), its 
Ulfimate value lies in its utility in the design and analysis of future empirical 
^iud'ies (Krikelas James, 1983). 
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Simon's Model:- Similarly satisfying model concerning to 
information seeking designed by Simon in the 1970's emphasis the extent to 
which individuals and groups simplify and temiinate their work on a 
problem, not for reasons in gerent in the logic of the problem but for 
practical constraints (for example, time money and patience). Simon was 
also awarded Noble prize in Economics in 1978 for innovating such 
approach to decision modeling. 
Peter Brophy (2000) Generic Model: - Peter Brophy has given 
Generic model of hybrid describing the process of 'search and retrieve' of 
infomiation system. Users make an inquiry, interact with secondary sources, 
discover his information, identify its location and then do the browsing of 
the actual object (container of information). This stage may not be 
applicable in all cases. If the information is not locally available, he makes a 
request to get it. Authenticate the user and delivering the item to the user is 
the function of the library or information center after which user makes use 
of the information, he has gathered. 
(Brophy, Peter, 2000) 
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Area of Study 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Deeply moved by the economic and educational backwardness of his 
community after the revolt of 1857, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was quick to 
realize that in order to arrest the rapid decline of the community and set it 
back on its feet, it was necessary to forge new weapons of cultural 
progress. His exposures to the British Universities particularly those at 
Oxford and Cambridge and their public schools, inspired him with a new 
vision of a harmonious pattern of culture of the East with the arts and 
Science of the West. In 1875 he founded a high school at Aligarh which 
within three years was, raised to a second grade college known as 
Mohanmadan Anglo Oriental College. The Aligarh Muslim University 
established by the Aligarh Muslim University act of 1920 evolved out 
this college. It is now a well known University of International repute 
having a variety of modem and traditional faculties such as: 
• Faculty of Arts 
• Faculty of Social Science 
• Faculty of Agriculture 
• Faculty of Commerce 
• Faculty of Law 
• Faculty of Life Science 
• Faculty of Science 
• Faculty of Engineering and Technology 
• Faculty of Management Studies and Research 
• Faculty of Medicine 
• Faculty of Theology 
• Faculty of Unani Medicine 
Faculty of Arts 
The Faculty of Arts at AMU comprises of the Following Department: 
• Department of Arabic 
• Department of Comp. study and Indian Language 
• Department of Enghsh 
• Department of Fine Arts 
• Department of Hindi 
• Department of Linguistic 
• Department of Modem Indian Language 
23 
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• Department of Philosophy 
• Department of Persian 
• Department of Sanskrit 
• Department of Urdu 
Department of Arabic 
The Department of Arabic A.M.U., Aligarh has the honor of being 
associated with world renowned scholars and orientlists like Mohammad 
Akbar, Shibli Nomani, Prof T. W. Arnold, Sheikh Abdul Haq of Baghdad 
(One of the disciples of Sheikh Mohammad Abduhu of Egypt) Prof A.S. 
Triton, Prof Otto Spices, Prof Fritz (Salim) Krenkow Prof. Abdul Aziz 
Maimani and Prof Abdul Aleem etc. 
Presently the department is running UG, PG., Certificate and Diploma 
courses. In the syllabi designed for these courses, efforts have been made to 
cover a very wide range of different aspects of Arabic Language and 
Literature, and of different period Pre-Islamic, Early Islamic, Umayyad, 
Abbasid, Spanish to Modem, as well as Indo-Arab Literature. 
Department of Comparative Study of Indian Languages and Culture 
In sharp contrast to the language departments CILC offers courses in 
comparative and translation studies to delve into the amalgamation of India. 
The course curriculum of the Center includes a wide variety of academic 
programs that focus on the use of Indian languages in real-life situations. 
The history of India and its environs provide rich cultural material on which 
much of the CILC's course materials are based. The curriculum also includes 
extensive Slrea studies material and introduces students to various linguistic 
and cultural aspects of life in India. 
Department of English 
Since its inception 125 years ago, the Department of English Aligarh 
Muslim University, has been engaged in imparting quality education, in 
keeping with the vision of the founder of this great seat of learning Realizing 
the importance of English for modem education. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, 
founder of the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College, had the Department of 
English established as early as 1877. The Principal of the MAO College and 
a significant number of teachers at that time were British. Those who taught 
English included A. A. J. Nesbitt, L. Tipping, F. J. Moss, Dr. L. Chase, H.O. 
Lee and M. Coffins In 1885, Walter Raleigh, who was to distinguish himself 
as a literaiy critic in the years to come, and who went on to teach at 
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Manchester, Liverpool and Glasgow before he became King Alfred 
Professor of English in Merton College Oxford and had a major role in 
organizing English Studies in the University of Oxford, was appointed the 
first Professor of English at the MAO College, Aligarh. 
Department of Hindi 
Post graduate teaching in Hindi started in 1948. Prof G.N. Shukla 
was appointed as first Hindi lecturer in 1948. First Batch of M.A. passed out 
in 1950. Since 1952 under the stewardship of Prof H.L. Sharma the 
department progressed and obtained an important place in India and abroad. 
The department is known for its achievements in the field of Medieval and 
Modem Hindi literature. For the last fifteen years the department is running 
a post graduate diploma in Hindi Translation. Ours is the only university in 
Northern India where such a professional course is running successfully. 
Department of Linguistics 
The Aligarh Muslim University is one of the few universities, which 
offer a full fledged under graduate course in Linguistics for both boys and 
girls sepcirately. Ever since the under graduate teaching was made available 
in the department, the academic activities of the department have 
accelerated. The Department of Linguistics at AMU is a relatively small 
department with a focus on theoretical linguistics overseeing two 
undergraduate programs (for boys and girls separately), and four post-
graduate programs. A new course PG Diploma in Language of Advertising, 
Media, and Market has been launched recently from the 2007-08 academic 
session. 
Department of Modern Indian Language 
Department of Modern Indian Languages established in 1984 is a 
multilingual Department consisting of six Indian languages namely Telugu, 
Tamil, Malayalam, Bengali, Marathi and Punjabi. The main object of this 
multilingual department is to make learners to understand and appreciate 
other languages, literature and culture that lead to understand cultures of 
different people to uphold the secular fabric of our nation that strengthens 
the bond of National Integration. 
Department of Philosophy 
The Department of Philosophy and Psychology came into being along with 
the establishment of Aligarh Muslim University in 1920. Later on 
Department of Philosophy bifurcated in 1965 from Psychology. It has 
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strived to conduct teaching and research, since its inception in extremely 
significant but generally neglected areas in philosophy. It has paid particular 
attention to Islamic philosophy without neglecting western and Indian 
Philosophies. 
Department of Persian 
The Department of Persian at A.M.U. in its spirit of academic 
enterprise besides the study of language, literature and literary styles has 
also through out been making and will continue to make un-stinting efforts 
through interdisciplinary approach to enrich the study of Indo-Persian 
culture an important aspect of Ideology and our national legacy with the 
following aims and objective: 
1. Study of Indian Religion. 
2. Study of mediaeval Indian Architecture and its brilliant qualities. 
3. Study of Mediaeval Indian culture as an age of innovation and 
renaissance. 
4. Study of blend of Muslim and Hindu social traditions and elements. 
5. Sociological and cultural study of the Indo-Persian literature. 
6. Critical Editions of the MSS related to the Indian History, culture 
and Indo-Persian literature and their English translations. 
Department of Sanskrit 
The Sanskrit teaching was started with emancipation of MAO college 
Aligarh in 1857 at school and college level both. However regular teaching 
of Sanskrit began in 1880 with the appointment of Pt.Ganesh Chandra on 
01.05.1880 school level and Pandit Shiv Shankar Tripathi in May 1881 
college level. Ashutosh Bhattacharya 1884 Harisharsharma 1908 
Ramharidwivedi 1915 and Mukandaharidwivedi 1920 were the Sanskrit 
teachers till 1920. 
In 1920 when MAO College got the shape of Aligarh Muslim 
University on 01.09.1920 Pt.Ramswaroop Shastri was appointed as lecturer 
head department of Sanskrit from session 1922. 23 MA in Sanskrit also was 
started consequently in 1924 the first M.A degree in Sanskrit was awarded to 
Mr.Raghunandan Prasad Shanna. 
In 1947 48 Hindi also was introduced under the department of 
Sanskrit. In 1984 P.T Habibur Rehman Shastri and G.N. Shukla were 
appointed as lecturer grade 2. In 1950 Shiv Shankar Sharma also joined the 
department in same capacity. On January 07 1953 Dr. H.L Sharma joined 
the university as reader head of Sanskrit Hindi department. 
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In 1964 professor Suryakant was appointed as first professor head 
department of Sanskrit in 1964. 
Faculty of Social Science 
The Faculty of Social Science at AMU comprises of the following 
Departments: 
Center of West Asian Studies 
Department of Economics 
Department of Education 
Department of History 
Department of Islamic Studies 
Department of Mass Communication 
Department of Library and Information Science 
Department of Psychology 
Department of Physical Health and Sports Education 
Department of Political Science 
Department of Sociology and Social Work 
Center of West Asian Studies 
It is a multi-disciplinary Centre primarily focusing on contemporary 
problems and issues pertaining to South West Asia and Africa. Besides 
multi-disciplinary research, the Centre is involved in teaching, training and 
evaluation. Research activities of the Centre are perfomied by a reflexive 
awareness of the social role of the researchers and the nature of social 
science research. The Center's faculty, though small in number, represents a 
variety of disciplines, such as Political Science, Economics, History, 
Geography, Sociology and Arabic. Besides, language teaching and training 
to the Area (Arabic and Persian) are an integral part of our research 
programmes. 
Department of Economics 
The Department of Economics (established: 1920) is one of the main 
constituent departments of the Faculty of Social Sciences. It offers courses 
on B.A. (Hons.), M.A., M.Phil, and Ph.D. in Economics. It attracts the 
largest number of students at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels. 
The students come both from within and outside the country. The 
Department has a long tradition of imparting education and promoting 
research. Many of its alumni have distinguished themselves in both 
academic and administrative spheres across the country and the world - a 
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small testimony, perhaps, to the excellence of training that we have managed 
to give them. 
Department of Education 
The Department of Education is one of the oldest Facuhies of the 
University .^ It was established in August 1923 as "Teachers' Training 
College". In 1953 it took the name of Department of Education. It has been 
offering: i) B.A. (Education), ii) Diploma in Teaching, iii) B.Ed., iv) M.Ed, 
and (v) Ph.D. (Education) Courses. This Department is a part of Faculty of 
Social Sciences. This Department has 3 laboratories i.e. Science Lab., Home 
Science Lab., and Computer Lab. To provide practical training to students. 
21 teachers teach the student. Like other Departments, this Department also 
has Seminar library, where 24000 books are available for study. Further, 
2500 journals of Education are also available. Beside it, 856 research thesis 
works are available for research study. 
Department of Islamic Studies 
The Institute of Islamic Studies was established in 1954 principally as 
a research institute with the sole aim to promote the study of Islamic Culture 
and Civilization, the economic, social and cultural trends in the countries of 
West Asian and North Africa and Modern Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
languages and literature. Its field of research includes the history and culture 
of India, West Asian and North African countries. As a supplementary 
activity the institute conducted courses in modem Arabic, modem Persian 
and modem Turkish. The institute was organized for research with sections 
for Arabian studies, Iranian studies and Turkish Studies, each section to deal 
separately with the intellectual and cultural developments of the region. It 
also functions as a teaching department since 1968. Since the last about 27 
years, its permanent cadre consists of the one professor, five readers and 
eight lecturers. 
Department of Journalism & Mass Communication 
The Department of Journalism & Mass Communicafion, Aligarh 
Muslim University, was established in November 1996 with the aim to 
develop it as a Centre of excellence in Mass Communication in the country. 
A two-year Master's Degree programme in Journalism & Mass 
Communicafion (MJMC) was introduced during the session 1998-99 to 
prepare a batch of professional communicators, media researchers and 
specialists imbued with the ideas and teaching of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the 
founder of this great Institution. 
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Department of Library and Information Science 
Foundation of the department of Library Science was laid way back in 
1950-51 with the introduction of a "Certificate Course in Library Science" 
by the then University Librarian, Late Prof. S. Bashiruddin. The course 
proved so popular that after a few years, the University decided to run two 
courses a year. Encouraged by the success of the certificate course, Late 
Padamshri ProfS. Bashiruddin introduced "Bachelor of Library Science" in 
1958-59 with full time lecturers for the first time in the country. The 
certificate course was discontinued in 1968-69.Subsequently,"Master of 
Library Science" was introduced in 1970-71. Another pioneering step taken 
by the Department in the year 1986-87 was the introduction of Library 
Sciences as a subsidiary subject at B.A. level in the Faculties of Arts and 
Social Sciences. Realizing the need and importance of research in the 
subject, the Department started M.Phil./Ph.D, programme since 1990-91. 
Other features of Dept. of Library and Info. Science includes its 
updated Curricula, in line with the UGC's model curriculum, and to meet 
need of the hour, the syllabi of the courses offered by the department have 
been thoroughly revised. A special feature of the revised syllabi in the 
emphasis on Information Technology and on-training on a number of library 
automation software packages. The seminar of the department has been 
developed in to a "Fully Automated Library" with issue and return of books 
through Barcode, OPAC, and Access to E-Joumals and CD. work station. 
The teachers of the Department have also received training in Infonnation 
Technology within the country and also abroad. 
Department of PhysicalHealth and Sports Education 
The Department of Physical Health and Sports Education was 
established under the Faculty of Social Sciences in 1990 with the aim to 
produce word class in Research, Consultancy, Training and Education. 
Recently, Physical Education has emerged as an important academic 
discipline imparting various courses of teacher education that include 
Bachelor of Physical Education (B.P.Ed.), research in Physical Educadon 
and Sports Sciences. All the above courses are being run in the Department 
to cater to the need of trained leadership in Physical Education and Sports. 
Department of History and Politics 
The Department of History and Politics of the Aligarh Muslim 
University was established in 1922. The present Department of Political 
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Science became an independent entity in 1948. Tlie Department is renowned 
for its M.A., M. Phil and Ph.D. programmes in major branches of political 
science and the faculty is engaged in research and publication activities. 
Department of Sociology 
The Department of Sociology was created in 1967 with undergraduate 
teaching program. Postgraduate teaching and research facilities were 
introduced in 1970. Sociology was a new discipline at Aligarh Muslim 
University, and attracted a large number of students. In the beginning it was 
taught only to male students, and the female students studying in Women's 
College at the undergraduate level were deprived of this opportunity. The 
great demand for this subject by women students and their parents, and the 
desire to provide equal opportunity to girls, led to the introduction of 
Sociology at the Under Graduate level in the Women's College in 1986. 
Keeping this background in mind, the Department of Sociology at AMU 
introduced the two-year duration Master of Social Work (MSW) course in 
1994-95. Admissions to this course had to be made on the basis of an all-
India written test and GD/Aptitude and personality test. Seat strength of 25 
was sanctioned for the MSW course. 
Conclusion: -1 would like once more to assess the paradoxical role of 
information in the modern age. Every day individuals and whole 
organization try to dispatch with the great information stream continuously 
incoming. People talk about information overload and wonder that there are 
no essential growth of productivity in organizations which invest in 
information technologies very much. 
Information environment is very complex. In order to retrieve desired 
information of the user, the information intermediary has to adopt inter alia 
certain behavioral strategies to make the system effective. Information 
seeking behavior, is such an approach that identifies the basic requirements 
that the users need. While studying info seeking behavior it is essential to 
know its various categories and methods so that the real picture of user 
perception is visualized. 
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Review of Literature 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is very essential in a new research topic because 
each research study has its own specific purpose. The purpose of research is 
to discover answers to questions through the application of scientific 
procedure. The main aim of research is to find out the truth which is hidden 
and which has not been discovered yet. 
In brief this chapter shall present a review of studies 
conducted abroad as well as in India on the topic of 'Information Seeking 
Behavior'; the investigator reviewed only those studies which are similar to 
the present study. 
Krikelas (1983) conducted a study to examine the elements of user studies 
and presents them as unified concepts within a model of information-seeking 
behavior. Definitions of information-seeking behavior, information needs 
information gathering, information giving, and source preference is 
discussed. Thirty-two references are cited. (EJS). 
Manda (1991) conducted a study to investigate information needs and 
information seeking behavior of various users. Such studies are the 
foundation for the provision of efficient and effective library and 
information services. Questionnaires were sent to lectures in the Department 
of Sociology, University of Dares Salam to collect the data many 
information sources were used for this purpose: Library Subject catalogue, 
Printed Subject Bibliographies. The result reveled that Sociologists use 
various sources in tracking down information on research topic. This study 
reveled that Language is a factor of influencing information seeking 
behavior. The information user needs survey, must be an integral aspect of 
library service planning. 
Reneker (1993) conducted a study to examine the information needs in 
relation to perceived environment, source, use, personal characteristics, and 
satisfaction with the result of information seeking. The information seeking 
activities of 31 members of the Stanford University academic community 
were examined over two -week periods. The set of 2050 infomiation 
seeking incidents gathered through information tape recordings was 
supplemented by interviews and other textual data. Both qualitative and 
quantitative analyses were used to examine information needs the data 
reveals information seeking to be embedded in day to day tasks and the use 
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of ETHIVOGRAPH and SPSS/PCT software to facilitate data and analysis 
and the issues and problems. 
Guha (1994) conducted a study under the title 'Information and 
Communication Behavior of Indian Scientists.' The objective of this study 
was a keep abreast of current development in once field is mandatory for 
more scientists. The sample of 148 respondents was chosen from six 
research and research-cum teaching institution in Delhi. The findings of this 
study were to analyses the relevant documents in specific topics. 
Wilson (1999) conducted a study to outline of models of information 
seeking and other aspects of information behavior, showing the relationship 
between communication and information behavior in general with 
information seeking and information searching in information retrieval 
systems. It is suggested that these models address issues at various levels of 
information behavior and that they can be related by envisaging a 'nesting' 
of models. It is also suggested that, within both information seeking research 
and information searching research, alternative models address similar issues 
in related ways and that the models are complementary rather than 
conflicting. Finally, an alternative, problem-solving model is presented, 
which, it is suggested, provides a basis for relating the models in appropriate 
research strategies. 
Brown (1999) studied the Information Seeking Behavior of astronomers, 
chemists, mathematicians, and physicists at the University of Oklahoma 
were assessed using an electronically distributed questionnaire. All of the 
scientists surveyed relied greatly on the journal literature to support their 
research and creative acfivities. The mathematicians surveyed indicated an 
additional reliance on monographs, preprints, and attendance at conferences 
and personal communication to support their research activities. Similarly, 
all scientists responding scanned the latest issues of journals to keep abreast 
of current developments in their fields, with the mathematicians again 
reporting attendance at conferences and personal communication. Despite an 
expression by the scientists for more electronic services, the majority 
preferred access to journal articles in a print, rather than an electronic, form. 
The prim.ary deficit in library services appeared to be in access to electronic 
bibliographic databases. The data suggest that a primary goal of science 
libraries is to obtain access to as many appropriate electronic bibliographic 
finding aids and databases possible. Although the results imply the ultimate 
demise of the printed bibliographic reference tool, they underscore the 
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continued importance to scientists of the printed peer-reviewed journal 
article. 
Pirolli and Card (1999) conducted a study of Information foraging theory is 
an approach to understanding how strategies and technologies for 
information seeking, gathering, and consumption are adapted to the flux of 
information in the environment. The theoiy assumes that people, when 
possible, will modify theii" strategies or the structure of the environment to 
maximize their rate of gaining valuable information. The theory is developed 
by (a) adaptation (rational) analysis of information foraging problems and 
(b) a detailed process model (adaptive control of thought in information 
foraging [ACT-IF]). The adaptation analysis develops (a) information patch 
models, which deal with time allocation and information filtering and 
enrichment activities in environments in which information is encountered in 
clusters; (b) information scent models, which address the identification of 
information value from proximal cues; and (c) information diet models, 
which address decisions about the selection and pursuit of information items. 
ACT-IF is instantiated as a production system model of people interacting 
with complex information technology. 
Shokeen and Kaushik (2001) conducted a study to collect the data about 
information seeking behavior of Social scientists working in the Universities 
in Delhi to collect the data through the questionnaire. The result shows that 
qualification and teaching experience have a scientific effect on the visit to 
the library by the Social Scientists. Books are the most used sources of 
information and Periodicals are thee most important source of information. 
Mahapatra and Panda (2001) explain theory of Information Seeking 
Behavior (ISB) at length. Provide an insight into the myriad mines of ISB 
such as its concept, associated psychological attributes, behavioral option 
and ecological influence, impact of dissonance theory, different methods and 
categories of information seeking. Also reflects different models of ISB and 
their implication along with the finding of some of the useful research 
carried out on ISB. 
Tripathi and Prasad (2001) deal with the Information Seeking Behavior 
of scientist in PItysical science and Social science. Highlight the various 
sources, methods followed by the scienfists to locate required information. 
Discuss various types of information used by the scientist. Deal with various 
bibliographical sources used by them. 
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Biradar (2001) conducted a study to identify information seelcing behavior 
of D.V.S.Polytechnic College Library Users. Results shows majority of 
users visit the library to borrow (72.5%). Study also reveals that text book 
(56.25%) Kannada Newspaper (52.25%) and English Newspaper (50%) are 
most adequate. Most frequently used sources are text book (52%) Kannada 
News paper (35%). 
Lan &.Chang (2002) conducted a study and the main objective of the study 
is to explore the information seeking behavior of junior high school teacher 
of biology in their teaching context. Teaching evolution and reflected would 
also be the basis of representation. Finally this study makes some suggestion 
for the design of information system in school library. 
Abdoulaye (2002) conducted a study Information seeking behavior of 
African students at the International Islamic Universities Malaysia and 
explore the effect of students. 20 students were interviewed. All respondent 
agreed that the library has changed their information seeking behavior. 
Joinson & Banyard (2002) two studies are presented that investigate 
information seeking behavior on the Internet. In study one soccer fans 
information seeking on the World Wide Web is investigated. In study two 
access rates to a cancer information website are analyzed. It is tentatively 
argued that there is a tendency for people to access information more 
commonly avoided in "real life". Information seeking on the Internet has 
certain similarities. 
Bysirom (2002) conducted a study on task complexity and information 
seeking activities in real life work task information seeking activities 
considered were a need to acquire different types of information. 
Westbrook (2003) conducted women studies faculty often engage in 
complex information-seeking pattern as they examine Social issues from a 
variety of disciplinary and theoretical perceptive. Advice and guidance from 
42 women studies librarian in a wide variety of academic settings provide an 
array of practical tools foe serving the complex population. In total 215 
viable questionnaires were returned 70 via- email and the rest by post mail. 
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Meho and Tibbo (2003) conducted a study to revise David Ellis's 
information-seeking behavior model of social scientists, which includes six 
generic features: starting, chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring, 
and extracting. The paper uses social science faculty researching stateless 
nations as the study population. The description and analysis of the 
information-seeking behavior of this group of scholars is based on data 
collected through structured and restructured electronic mail interviews. 
Sixty faculty members from 14 different countries were interviewed by e-
mail. For reality check purposes, face-to-face interviews with five faculty 
members were also conducted. Although the study confirmed Ellis's model, 
it found that a fuller description of the information-seeking process of social 
scientists studying stateless nations should include four additional features 
besides those identified by Ellis. These new features are: accessing, 
networking, verifying, and information managing. In view of that, the study 
develops a new model, which, unlike Ellis's, groups all the features into four 
interrelated stages: searching, accessing, processing, and ending. 
Dawes and Sampson (2003) conducted a study to determine information 
seeking behavior of physicians. Systematic review of 19 studies that 
described information seeking behavior in a number of different settings 
using differing methodologies. Analysis was limited to quantitative studies 
describing sources of information sought by physicians. Investigators have 
used questionnaires, interviews and observation to identify the information 
seeking behavior of clinicians. The results were mainly obtained from trials 
in the United States and showed a wide variation in primary information 
sources used by physicians. The most frequent source for information used 
are text sources, second is asking colleagues and only one study found 
electronic databases to be the primary resource. Physician's desk reference is 
the commonest cited printed resource. Convenience of access, habit, 
reliability, high quality, speed of use, and applicability makes information 
seeking likely to be successful and to occur. The lack of time to search, the 
huge amount of material, forgetflilness, the belief that there is likely to be no 
answer, and the lack of urgency all hinder the process of answering 
questions. The wide variation in information seeking behavior implies a 
need for further categorization of information need and information sources. 
Careful planning of information delivery to physicians is required to enable 
them to keep up to date and to improve knowledge transfer. 
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Weiler (2005) conducted a study under the title 'Information Seeking 
Beftavior in Generation Y Students: Motivation Critical Thinking and 
Learning Theory.' Research in information-seeking behavior, motivation, 
critical thinking, and learning theory was explored and compared in a search 
for possible motivating factors behind students' dependence on television 
and the Internet for their information needs. The research indicates that only 
a very small percentage of the general population prefers to learn by reading. 
Liew (2006) conducted a study to investigate the information seeking 
behavior of fourteen ethnomusicologists in News Zealand via- interviews. 
The finding shed light on what information ethnomusicologists seek, the 
source and services they use, and the barriers they face in information 
seeking and use. A number of easy in which libraries can create collection 
and design services that will meet the information needs of 
ethnomusicologists are proposed. 
George and Bright (2006) conducted a study to explore graduate students' 
information behavior related to their process of inquiry and scholarly 
activities. In depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with one 
hundred graduate students representing all disciplines and departments from 
Carnegie Mellon University. Working in pairs, we coded transcripts of 
interviews into meaningful categories using ATLAS.ti software. The 
combined use of quantitative and qualitative analysis aimed to reduce 
subjectivity. Graduate students often begin with a meeting with professors 
who provide direction, recommend and provide resources. Other students 
help to shape graduate students' research activities, and university library 
personnel provide guidance in finding resources. The Internet plays a major 
role, although students continue to use print resources. Convenience, lack of 
sophisfic2ition in finding and using resources and course requirements affect 
their informafion behavior. Findings vary across disciplines and between 
programmers. Libraries can influence students' information behavior by re-
evaluating their instrucfional programmers and provision of resources and 
services. They can take a lead by working with academic staff to guide 
students. 
Steinerova and Suson (2007) conducted a study is based on the study of 
library users in Slovakia as part of a larger research project on the use of 
information. A large-scale questionnaire survey was conducted in 2002 in 
sixteen academic and research libraries with 793 subjects, especially 
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students and educators. The data were analyzed with the use of statistical 
package SPSS. Gender differences cire analyzed with regard to ways of 
information seeking, use of electronic resources and publishing. Results 
indicate that men prefer individual information seeking and women apply 
collaborative information use. By sorting user types it was found out that 
women tended to manifest a pragmatic way of information use (the S type). 
Men confirmed analytic information processing (the A type). Women 
declared less experience in the use of electronic resources and publishing. 
Differences in orientation, collaboration and feelings have been noted. 
Gender as a variable can be productive for better understanding of cognitive 
and social background of human information processing. Findings can 
inform design of services and systems and information literacy policies. 
Younger (2010) conducted a study to review how doctors and nurses search 
for online information are relatively rare, particularly where research 
examines how they decide whether to use Internet-based resources. Original 
research into their online searching behavior is also rare, particularly in real 
world clinical settings as is original research into their online searching 
behavior. This review collates some of the existing evidence, fi'om 1995 to 
2009. To establish whether there are any significant differences in the ways 
and reasons why doctors and nurses seek out online information; to establish 
how nurses and doctors locate information online; to establish whether any 
conclusions can be drawn from the existing evidence that might assist health 
and medical libraries in supporting users. 
Martin conducted a study to investigate the information seeking behavior of 
undergraduate majors to gain a better understanding of where they find their 
research information (academic vs. non-academic sources) and to determine 
if library instruction had any impact on the types of sources used. These 
results are supported by other studies that indicate that today's college 
students are using freely available Internet sites much more than library 
resources. Little to no association appears to exist between "one-shot" 
library instruction sessions and the sources used by students in their 
research. Serious consideration needs to be given to multiple library 
instruction sessions and to for-credit library courses over one-shot classes. 
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On Line Reviews of Related Literature 
Wilson conducted a study on "The Cognitive Approach to Information 
Seeking Behavior and Information Use." This article is to cognitive 
approach to 'information behavior' centers upon the idea of meaning. 
Meaning is involved not only in all aspects of information generation, 
transfer and use, but also in the way people define themselves, their lives 
and their actions. The cognitive approach, therefore, draws attention to the 
need for a bridge between the meanings of everyday life and the information 
that may have relevance for everyday life. In this sense, of course, 'everyday 
life' is different for every person—for some it may involve research as an 
everyday activity, for others the practice of a profession, for others, 
involvemicnt in business and commerce. The aim of this paper will be to 
explore these concepts in the context of research into information behavior 
in the everyday world of work, where individuals may be constrained to a 
greater or lesser degree in their ability to define the content, direction and 
function of their work and where the diversity of roles may prevent the 
emergence of coherent groups capable of expressing clear needs for 
information supported. Mey's presentation of the 'cognitive paradigm' will 
be examined and parallels to elements of such a 'paradigm' will be sought in 
the world of work. Throughout, the paper will draw upon the author's 
present and past research. 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0143623684900760 
Ellis conducted a study on "A Comparison of the Information Seeking 
Pattern of Researchers in the Physical and Social Sciences." This article is 
to the information seeking patterns of a group of research physicists and 
research chemists were analyzed and the key features of those patterns 
identified. The aim was to use a similar methodology to that employed in a 
previous study of the information seeking activities of a group of social 
scientists and to affect a comparison between the information seeking 
patterns of the scientists and the social scienfists. The information seeking 
patterns were derived from interviews with physicists at Manchester 
University and chemists at the University of Sheffield. The methodology 
adopted for the interviews and analysis was qualitative and based on the 
grounded theory approach. The results were then compared with the findings 
of the previous study of the social scientists to try and identify similarities 
and differences between the two groups. Certain minor variations concerned 
with awareness levels of facilities, the extent of usage of a source and the 
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research stage at which a strategy may be employed were identified. 
Nonetheless, fundamental differences in information seeking behavior could 
not be determined. Finally, the extent to which developments in electronic 
communication have had any impact on the information or communication 
patterns of the scientists and social scientists is considered. 
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/joumals.htm?articleid=1650161&show=abs 
tract 
This article reports the resuhs of a study of the information seeking behavior 
of faculty' members of Rajabhat Universities in Bangkok, Thailand. Data 
were collected by using a questionnaire from seven faculties in Rajabhat 
Universities. Results show that most of respondents (forty one percent) 
stated their method of seeking information by consulting a knowledgeable 
person in the field. Two hundred and thirteen respondents (82 percent) seek 
information for preparing lectures. Fifty-four percent of faculty members 
access more documents was references from a book. It is revealed that most 
of the faculty members (57 percent) used textbooks. Seventy four percent of 
respondents read information materials in Thai and twenty four percent read 
materials in English. The Internet had been almost universally adopted; they 
trace materials from the library via the Internet. Google.com was used for 
searching information by respondents. They use frequently e-mail for 
communication. It is found that 42 percent of respondents use the ERIC 
(Education Resources Information Centre) database. The majority of 
respondents faced the common problem while seeking information i.e. 
unavailability of information. 
http.7/w¥/w. webology.org/2005/v2n4/a20.html 
This article is under the title '^Imposed information seeking in public 
libraries and school library media centers: a common befiavior?" The 
imposed query model provides a new way of thinking about whom the user 
is in information proving organizations and environments. It does this by 
making a distinction between questions that are self-generated (internally 
motivated by personal context) and those that are imposed (thought up by 
one person then given to someone else to resolve). While the imposed query 
model represents familiar behavior, it is a dimension of information seeking 
that has only recently been explicitly addressed and isolated for study. This 
article summarizes research on the imposed query in two different 
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information providing contexts: the elementary school and the adult 
reference desk at the public library. Results reveal who the imposers and 
agent users are in these environments and provide an assessment of how 
common imposed queries are in these contexts. 
http://informationr.net/ir/6-2/paperl00.html 
This article is under the title '^Users' information-seeking beliavior on a 
medical library Website." The Central Medical Library (CMK) at the 
Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, started to build a 
library Website that included a guide to library services and resources in 
1997. The evaluation of Website usage plays an important role in its 
maintenance and development. Analyzing and exploring regularities in the 
visitors' behavior can be used to enhance the quality and facilitate delivery 
of information services, identify visitors' interests, and improve the server's 
performance. The analysis of the CMK Website users' navigational behavior 
was carried out by analyzing the Web server log files. These files contained 
information on all user accesses to the Website and provided a great 
opportunity to learn more about the behavior of visitors to the Website. The 
majority of the available tools for Web log file analysis provide a predefined 
set of reports showing the access count and the transferred bytes grouped 
along several dimensions. In addition to the reports mentioned above, the 
authors wanted to be able to perfomi interactive exploration and ad hoc 
analysis and discover trends in a user-friendly way. Because of that, we 
developed our own solution for exploring and analyzing the Web logs based 
on data warehousing and online analytical processing technologies. The 
analytical solution we developed proved successful, so it may find further 
application in the field of Web log file analysis. We will apply the findings 
of the analysis to restructuring the CMK. 
http://wvvw.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC 100766/ 
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This article investigated "The Information Needs and Seeking Behavior of 
Undergraduate Students of Makerere University, Uganda". A cross-
sectional survey was carried out, with samples of respondents from the 
Department of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science and the Department of 
History in the Faculty of Arts. The sample consisted of 104 undergraduate 
students selected from their first, second, and third year of study. Ellis' six 
generic information-seeking activities were tested to establish how 
undergraduate students seek information. The chi-square statistic was used 
to test the stated hypotheses. The results provide an insight into the factors 
that influence students information-seeking behavior and the information 
sources used. The study makes recommendations that could lead to the 
improvement of students' information seeking behavior and use of 
information resources. 
http://www.worlib.org/voll4nol/kakai__vl4nl.shtml 
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AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with aims, objectives and the methodology used in the 
study and has been discussed under the following headings: 
• Statement of the problem 
• Scope and limitations 
• Aims and Objectives of the Study 
• Hypotheses 
• Methodology 
*X* Sample population 
••• Pilot Survey 
<• Variable Taken 
••• Data collection procedures 
• Data Analysis method 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem for the present study is entitled "Information Seeking Behavior 
of Female Research Scholars of Faculties of Social Science and Arts in 
AMU: a comparative study". 
Scope and Limitations 
The scope of the study confines to analyses the information requirements for 
the research scholars of Faculties of Social Science and Arts in AMU. 
Information seeking behavior is defined to include 
aspects like motives and purpose of information of seeking, the natural type 
of information sought, and the mode and means to access, search, identify 
and require information and use of their own as well as other libraries. 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Due to tremendous growth of literature each one needs specific 
information. This complex situation appears to be ambiguous in nature and 
information needs of a particular group of users and information fiow from a 
specific situation are difficult to determine. Again the use of information is 
so complex that a system can not cope up with the task of effective retrieval 
without assessing specific needs of the users. This situation has given rise to 
the concept of information searching and manner o determining the pattern 
of searching. 
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To assess users' need 
Users and their information use studies is the largest single body of 
research literature in the librarianship. 
Crawford estimates that well over 1000 users' behavior and 
information system use studies has been appeared in print. 
The recent developments in this field have added new dimensions to 
the research literature. It can be expanded by new approaches to citation 
studies, automated searching, text retrieval and scaling of bibliographical 
databases 
The body of literature on user behavior' within the framework 
of librarianship is considerably increasing day-by-day. 
The growth of various aspects of subject has led the researchers to 
concentrate more on service aspects in order to refme the services or 
redesign the information system. 
To crystallize the situation, different roles played by the users appear 
to be essential for an early assessment because, such an assessment results in 
improving the existing system and generating new ideas and thoughts related 
to information products and services. 
To understand the psychological attribute 
Current research on information retrieval and dissemination pays 
greater attention to the study of information seeking habits and needs of the 
users. 
It has also been said that the user should be viewed more broadly as 
existing within interacting cognitive, emotional and social systems. While 
considering the user as the central focus of information needs', the emphasis 
is shifted on the personal and psychological attributes of the users that would 
provide good understanding of the dimensions of the study 
Hence, the emerging concept of information seeking behavior 
becomes the focus of question, which needs a detailed emphasis. 
The main objectives of the present study are as follow: 
1. To know the frequency of visit the library by the research scholars of 
Social Science and Arts Faculty. 
2. To toow the purpose of visiting the library. 
3. To :know about the sources used in order to fulfill the information 
requirements of research scholars. 
4. To know about the use of online database and CD Rom database by the 
research scholars. 
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5. To know that MA Library is subscribing subject related journal. 
6. To know the opinion about the material seek in University Library by 
the research scholars. 
7. To know the opinion of research scholars about the problems while 
seeking infonnation in University' Library. 
8. To know about the level of satisfaction with information obtained from 
the library sources/collection. 
9. To know the purpose of using the Internet. 
lO.To know the opinion of research scholars about the use of search 
engine. 
11. To know about the problems in searching the information from the 
Internet. 
12.To know the opinion of research scholars about the satisfaction level 
with Web service provided by the University Library. 
13. To know the opinion of users that Information Seeking is time 
consuming process or not. 
14. To know about the sources of useful information. 
15. To know about the satisfaction level of research scholars towards the 
attitude of Library staff 
HYPOTHESES 
With the help of available theoretical literature, the major 
hypotheses are framed to through light on the Information Seeking Behavior 
of the Female research scholars of Social Science and Arts. 
1. Most of the Female Research Scholars are visited the library daily. 
2. Most of the Research Scholars used online Databases and CD Rom 
Databases for Information Seeking. 
3. Most of the Research Scholars are satisfied with the information 
obtained from the library sources/ collection. 
4. Most of the Female Research Scholars are used Internet for 
Information Seeking. 
5. Most of the Female Research Scholars are satisfied with web service 
provided by the University Library. 
6. Most of the Research Scholars think that Information Seeking is a 
time consuming process. 
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METHODOLOGY 
Research/survey is the most important tool for advancing knowledge, 
for promoting progress, and for enabling man to relate more effectively to 
his environment of accomplish his purpose, and to resolve his conflicts. It is 
oriented towards the discovery of the relationships that exist among the 
phenomena of the world in which we live. 
The categorization, of the proposed investigation into a certain type 
of research/survey, a corresponding method or method designed for it and 
appropriate techniques for collecting and analyzing data are together known 
as Methodology. 
There is several survey techniques used for studies such as: 
Questionnaire Technique 
Observation Technique 
Interview Technique 
Documentary Technique 
(i) Questionnaire Technique 
Questionnaire is "a formal list of question, especially as used in an 
official enquiry" Questionnaire is constructed translating the aims and 
objectives of the survey study. This is a major and popular instrument of the 
survey studies. This method of data collection is quite popular, particularly 
in case of big enquires. It is called hearth of survey operation. The questions 
are formed in such a way that the relation of one question to another can be 
readily apparent to the respondent, question sequence must be clear and 
answer can be given by checking Yes or No by selecting one of the possible 
answer provided in the questionnaire. 
Questionnaire is two types 
Open Questionnaire: - In this type of questionnaire, no answer is 
given against question. Respondent supply the answer in his/her own words. 
Closed Questionnaire. - In this type of questionnaire answer is given 
against the question the respondent has to select the alternate answer written 
against the question, so the work of the respondent is to tell on the right 
answers. 
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TOOLS USED FOR THE STUDY 
Questionnaire, observation, informal interview and documentary 
analysis techniques are used as the tools for the study for collecting 
necessary data. 
SAMPLE POPULATION 
It is not easy to collect large quantity of data from the entire 
population of the Faculties of Social Science and Arts. Sampling is small 
portion of population selected for observation. By making observation on the 
appropriate sample, it is possible to draw reliable inference or make 
generalizations on the population as a whole from where the sample is 
drawn. 
The present study is conducted on a sample of 120 Female Research 
Scholars of Social Science and Arts Faculties. A total number of 120 
questionnaires were distributed among the Female Research Scholars of 
Social Science and Arts Faculties of AMU, Aligarh. A total number of 120 
filled questionnaires were returned back by the users. The investigator 
selected complete 120 questionnaires for the analysis of data. 
VARIABLE TAKEN 
In order to achieve the objective of the study and to get the 
meaningful conclusion the variable is taken as:-
Female Research Scholars of Social Science and Arts Faculties 
PILOTSURVEY 
A study preceding the main study usually to check the viability of the 
study design is known as pilot study or survey. A pilot survey was under 
taken to ensure that the questionnaire were as meaningful to the average 
respondent as they were to the investigator and to decide which questions 
relevant for the purpose of the study. About 10 questionnaires were 
distributed to the research scholars of both faculties for the pilot study, 
which was very helpful in modifying the questionnaire suitably. 
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE 
Investigator visited both the Faculties and approached the users to collect the 
necessary data. Questionnaires were administrated to the users and filled 
questionnaires were collected back. 
DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 
The data collected through questionnaire, observation and informal 
interview are organized and tabulated by using statistical methods, tables 
and percentage. 
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Data Analyses and Interpretation 
The problem for the present study is "Infomiation Seeking Behavior of 
Female Research Scholars in Faculty of Social Science & Arts at AMU: a 
comparative study." The collected data was organized and tabulated by 
using tables and percentage. The purpose of analysis is to reduce data to 
intelligible and interpretable form so that the relation of research problems 
can be studied and tested 
The data was collected with the help of questionnaires. A total 
number of 120 questionnaires were distributed. 60 among the research 
scholars of Faculty of Social Science and 60 among the research scholar of 
Arts Faculty of AMU in August 2011. The no. of fulfilled questionnaires i.e. 
120 were returned back. The investigator selected the entire filled 
questionnaire for the analysis of data. 
TABLE-1 
Visit to the library 
Frequency 
Daily 
Twice in a week 
Once in a week 
Occasionally 
Social Science 
(14)23.33% 
(13)21.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
(25)41.66% 
Arts 
(34) 56.66% 
(01)1.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
(17)28.33% 
Total 
40% 
11.66% 
13.33% 
35% 
The above table shows that in So. Sc. 41.66% research scholars visited the 
library occasionally while in Arts 56.66% visited daily. But in both faculties 
40% visited daily. 
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TABLE-2 
Purpose of visiting the library (multiple answers) 
Purpose 
Collect study material 
Read journals/articles 
Know the latest info. 
Other 
Social Science 
(55)91.66% 
(22) 36.66% 
(26) 43.33% 
(04) 6.66% 
Arts 
(41)68.33% 
(31)51.66% 
(28) 46.66% 
(02) 6.66% 
Total 
80% 
44.16% 
45% 
5% 
This table shows that the purpose of visiting the library by research 
scholars of Social Science is 'to collect the study material related to their 
topic' because 91.66%) Scholars are in favor of it. The same condition is with 
the research scholars of Arts. 68.33%) are in favor of it. The total is 80% 
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TABLE-3 
Sources used in order tofulfUl information requirement 
(Multiple answers) 
Sources 
Periodicals 
Conference 
Proceeding 
Internet 
Journals 
CD ROM 
Other 
Social Science 
(33) 55% 
(25)41.66% 
(46) 76.66% 
(41)68.33% 
(20) 33.33% 
(04) 6.66% 
Arts 
(33) 55% 
(28) 46.66% 
(45) 75% 
(34) 56.66% 
(21)35% 
(08) 13.33% 
Total 
55% 
44.16% 
75.83% 
62.5% 
34.16% 
10% 
Both the research scholars of Social Science & Arts prefer Internet as 
an important source to fulfill the requirement of information with 76.66% 
and 75%.While the total response is 75.83%. 
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TABLE-4 
Use of Online databases or CD ROM Databases 
Use 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(44) 73.33% 
(14)23.33% 
Arts 
(36) 60% 
(23) 38.33% 
Total 
66.66% 
30.83% 
73.33% research scholars of Social Science used online database and 
CD ROM database while only 60% scholars of Arts used it. The total is 
66.66%. 
TABLES 
Department subscribing e-journals 
E-Joumals 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(24) 40% 
(33) 55% 
Arts 
(23)38.33% 
(36) 60% 
Total 
39% 
57.5% 
The above table shows that the departments of both Faculties are 
not subscribing the e-joumals. 
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TABLE-6 
Use ofe-journal on related topic 
Use 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(55)91.66% 
(05) 8.33% 
Arts 
(33) 55% 
(25)41.66% 
Total 
73.33% 
25% 
The above table shows that the research scholars of Social 
Science are more aware about the use ofe-journal in spite of Arts research 
scholars. 
TABLE-7 
MA Library subscribing subject related journal 
Subscription 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(50) 83.33% 
(07)11.66% 
Arts 
(45) 75% 
(12)20% 
Total 
79.16% 
15.83% 
This table shows that MA Library subscribing the related subject 
journal on Social Science in spite of Arts related subject journal. 
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TABLES 
Type of material seek in University Library (multiple answers) 
Material 
Text Book 
Newspaper 
Patent 
Periodicals 
Pamphlets 
Reference book 
Govt, publication 
Thesis/research report 
Exhibition 
General book 
Social Science 
(46) 76.66% 
(22) 36.66% 
(04) 6.66% 
(44) 73.33% 
(07)11.66% 
(35) 58.33% 
(22) 36.66% 
(53) 88.33% 
(05) 8.33% 
(37)61.66% 
Arts 
(44) 73.33% 
(25)41.66% 
(12)20% 
(31)51.66% 
(14)23.33% 
(41)68.33% 
(34) 56.66% 
(32) 53.33% 
(15)25% 
(25)41.66% 
Total 
75% 
39.16% 
13.33% 
62.5% 
17.5% 
63.33% 
46.66% 
70.83% 
16.66% 
51.66% 
This table shows that in Faculty of Social Science the most 
important material for research scholars is Thesis/Research report while for 
Arts research scholars is Text book. But between both Faculties the most 
important material is Text book search by the research scholars. 
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TABLE-9 
Problem while seeking information in University 
Library (multiple answers) 
Problem 
Material is not available 
Library staff is unwilling 
Incomplete information 
material 
Info is located at distance 
Lack of time 
Information is to vast 
Social Science 
(25)41.66% 
(12)20% 
(24) 40% 
(02) 3.33% 
(08) 13.33% 
(20) 33.33% 
Arts 
(23) 38.33% 
(17)28.33% 
(21)35% 
(06) 10% 
(02) 3.33% 
(21)35% 
Total 
40% 
24.16% 
37.5% 
6.66% 
8.33% 
34.16% 
The above table shows that the main problem which is 
faced by the research scholars of Arts is 'Material is not available' in 
University library in spite of Social Science research scholars. The second 
problem is 'Information is too vast'. 
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TABLE-10 
Level of satisfaction 
Level 
Satisfied 
More satisfied 
Less satisfied 
Not satisfied 
Social Science 
(44) 73.33% 
— 
(15)25% 
(01) 1.66% 
Arts 
(33) 55% 
(05) 8.33% 
(21)41.66% 
(01) 1.66% 
Total 
64.16% 
8.33% 
30% 
1.66% 
The above table shows that the research scholars of 
Social Science are more satisfied than the Arts research scholars. But one 
thing is that 8.33% research scholars are more satisfied than the Social 
Science research scholars. 
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Data Analyses and Interpretation 
TABLE! 1 
Use of Internet 
Frequency 
Daily 
Twice in a week 
Once in a week 
Monthly 
Social Science 
(34) 56.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
(04) 16.66% 
(13)21.66% 
Arts 
(37)61.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
(10)11.66% 
(05) 15% 
Total 
59.16% 
13.33% 
11.66% 
15% 
The above table shows that the research scholars of Arts are daily used 
the Internet than the Social Science research scholars 
TABLE-12 
Purpose of using the Internet 
Purpose 
Academic 
To browse e-joumal 
Chat 
Email 
Latest information 
Entertainment 
Other 
Social Science 
(42) 70% 
(44) 73.33% 
(22) 36.66% 
(31)51.66% 
(34) 56.66% 
(17)28.33% 
(01) 1.66% 
Arts 
(41)68.33% 
(31)51.66% 
(15)25% 
(23)38.83% 
(42)70% 
(07)11.66% 
-
Total 
69.16% 
62.5% 
30.83% 
45% 
63.33% 
20% 
1.66% 
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The above table shows that the purpose of using Internet by 
Social Science research scholars is 'Academic' while Arts research scholars 
use Internet for 'Latest information' but the total 69.16% is in favor of 
Academic purpose. 
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TABLE-13 
Use of search engine 
Search engine 
Google.com 
Yahoo.com 
msn.com/bing 
Altavista.com 
other 
Social Science 
(59) 98.33% 
(01)1.66% 
-
-
-
Arts 
(55)91.66% 
(05)8.33% 
-
-
-
Total 
95% 
5% 
-
-
-
The above table shows that the research scholars of 
Social Science used google.com more than Arts research scholars but 95%) 
shows that googal.com is more usable than any other search engine. 
TABLE-17 
Problem in searching the information from Internet 
Problem 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(20) 33.33% 
(40) 66.66% 
Arts 
(20) 33.33% 
(40) 66.66% 
Total 
33.33% 
66.66% 
The above table shows that both the research scholars have no 
problem in searching the information from Internet. 
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TABLE-18 
Satisfaction level with web service provided by 
University Library 
Level 
Satisfactory 
Less satisfactory 
To some limit 
Not at all 
Social Science 
(39) 65% 
(15)25% 
(04) 6.66% 
-
Arts 
(50) 83.33% 
(07)11.66% 
(03) 5% 
-
Total 
95.83% 
26.66% 
5.83% 
-
The above table shows that Arts research scholars are more 
satisfied than the Social Science research scholars while among total 
respondent 95.83%) are satisfied. 
TABLE-19 
Information Seeking is time consuming 
Belief 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(52) 86.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
Arts 
(42) 70% 
(18)30% 
Total 
78.33% 
21.66% 
The above table shows that Social Science research scholars 
have more belief that 'Information Seeking' is time consuming than Arts 
research scholars. 
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Data Analyses and Interpretation 
TABLE-20 
Source of useful information (multiple answers) 
Source 
Newspaper 
Television 
Internet 
Teachers 
Fellow students 
Libraiy 
Social Science 
(44) 73.33% 
(35) 58.33% 
(50) 83.33% 
(49)81.66% 
(39) 65% 
(43)71.66% 
Arts 
(45) 75% 
(38) 63.33% 
(46) 76.66% 
(36) 60% 
(42) 70% 
(40) 66% 
Total 
74.16% 
60.83% 
80% 
70.83% 
67.5% 
69.16% 
The above table shows that the first source of information is 
'Internet' preferred by both research scholars but the second source is 
'teachers' preferred by Social Science while Arts Scholars preferred 
'Newspaper'. But among all respondent 80% are in favor of 'Internet'. 
TABLE-21 
Satisfaction level of attitude of Library staff 
Level 
Yes 
No 
Social Science 
(52) 86.66% 
(08) 13.33% 
Arts 
(35) 58.33% 
(24) 40% 
Total 
72.5% 
26.66% 
The above table shows that the research scholars of Social Science are 
more satisfied than the Arts research scholars from the attitude of Library 
staff 
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Finding, Suggestion and Conclusion 
Fl. indings, Suggestion and Conclusion 
Based on the analysis of the survey the following findings are arrived 
which are as follows: 
1. It is found that in Arts Faculty the research Scholars visited the library 
Daily while in Social Science Faculty scholars visited occasionally. 
2. A large number of research scholars i.e. 91.66% in Social Science and 
68.3% in Arts visit the Library 'to collect the material related to their 
topic'. 
3. It is came to know that the research scholars are preferring 'Internet' 
as the most important source of Information Seeking. 
4. Most of the research scholars are using online and CD Rom databases 
to fulfill their information requirements. 
5. It is surprising that the departments of both the Faculties are not 
subscribing the e-joumals. 
6. The research scholars of Social Science are more aware about the use 
of e-joumals as compared to Arts research scholars. 
7. MA Library subscribing the related subject journal on Social Science 
as compared to Arts related subject journal. 
8. Text Books are the most important searching material in the MA 
Libraiy by the research scholars of both the Faculties 
9. 'Material is not available' and 'Information is too vast' are the main 
problems faced by the research scholars in information seeking. 
10. Social Science research scholars are more satisfied than the Arts 
research scholars with the sources/collection provided by the MA 
Library. 
11. 'Academic' and 'Latest Information' are the purposes of Research 
scholars to use the Internet. 
12. 95% research scholars preferred 'google.com' as a search engine. 
13. Both the research scholars have no problem in searching the 
information from the Internet. 
14. Arts research scholars are more satisfied with the web service 
provided by the MA Library than the Social Science research 
scholars. 
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15. Social Science research scholars have more belief that 'Information 
Seeking is time consuming' than the Arts research scholars. 
16. Most of the research scholars think that the important sources of 
information are 'Internet', 'Teachers' and 'Newspapers'. 
17. Social Science research scholars are more satisfied from the attitude 
of Library staff than the Arts research scholars. 
Tenability of Hypotheses 
The tenability of hypotheses can be checked in the light of above findings: 
HYPOTHESIS-1 
Most of the Female Research Scholars are visiting the Library 
Daily. 
It is clear from Table 1 that most of the female research 
scholars visited the Library Daily. So, this hypothesis is proved true. 
HYPOTHESIS-2 
Most of the Research Scholars used online Database and CD 
Rom Database for Information Seeking. 
Most of the research scholars of Social Science and research 
scholars of Arts are using the online/CD Rom database for Information 
Seeking. Hence, this hypothesis is also proved positive. 
HYPOTHESIS-3 
Most of the research scholars are satisfied with the 
information obtained from the library resources/collection. 
Table 10 shows that Social Science research scholars are more 
satisfied than the Arts research scholars but most of the research scholars are 
satisfied with the sources/ collection of MA Library. So, this hypothesis is 
also proved true. 
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HYPOTHESIS-4 
Most of the Female Research Scholars are using Internet for 
Information Seeking. 
Table 11 shows that the research scholars of the Arts used the Internet 
Daily than the Social Science research scholars while Table 20 shows that 
'Internet' is the most important source for information Seeking. Most of the 
female research scholars used Internet. Hence this hypothesis is proved true. 
HYPOTHESIS-5 
Most of the Female Research Scholars are satisfied with web service 
provided by the University Library. 
Table 18 shows that most of the Female Research 
Scholars are satisfied with the web service provided by the University 
Library. So, this hypothesis is proved true 
HYPOTHESIS-6 
Most of the research scholars thin/c that Information Seefcing is a 
time consuming process. 
Table 19 shows that most of the research scholars think 
that Information Seeking is time consuming process. So, the above 
hypothesis is proved true. 
SUGGESTIONS 
1. Everybody should make use of the Library. It is best source of 
collecting information. 
2. The University Library should subscribe more e- journals related 
to Research Scholars Topic. 
3. Library should organize the training oriented programme for the 
users for better and effective utilization of resources available in 
Library and on the Internet based online resources. 
4. In University Library Contemporary art related material should be 
provided. 
5. Some important books are available as single copies so for these 
important books two or more copies should be bought that students 
should not face any type of problem. 
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6. It is good to get material but sometimes there is wastage of time to 
collect material from MA Library and books are hardly available 
there. 
7. Library must subscribe the online database like, CMIE, 
Indiastate.com etc. Books are related to macro- economic topic but 
not to micro- economic topic like Natural Fund, Derivatives etc. 
8. Reference collections like Encyclopedia, Bibliography, and 
Abstracting and Indexing services should be in CD-ROM besides 
bound volumes, for better and effective utilization. 
CONCLUSION: 
The study sought to examine the "Information Seeking Behavior of Female 
Research Scholar of Facuhies of Social Science and Arts in AMU: a 
comparative study. By taking samples from both the faculties of research 
scholars to get an overview on the Information Seeking Behavior of them. 
Survey result shows that the Information Seeking is very essential part of 
Research Scholars study. It provides a great help in conducting their 
researches. Most of the research scholars are satisfied with the sources and 
collection, web-services, and behavior of Library staff of the University 
Library while some are not so much satisfied but over all results are 
satisfied. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Friends 
I am conducting a survey on "Information Seeking behavior of female 
research scholars in Arts & Social Science Faculty of AMU, Aligarh": a 
comparative study. 
In this regard, I request you to help me by filling this questionnaire 
and providing some valuable suggestions. 
Yours sincerely 
Priyanka Nagar 
Note: This personal information shall be confidential. 
Name (BLOCK LETTERS) (Optional) 
Name of Faculty 
Name of Department 
1. How often do you visit the library? Please tick the following one of 
(a) Daily [ ] 
(b) Twice in a week [ ] 
(c) Once in a week [ ] 
(d) As and when needed [ ] 
2. What is the purpose of visiting the library? (please rank) 
(a) To collect study material on your research topic [ ] 
(b) To readjoumals/article pertaining to the research topic [ ] 
(c) To know the latest information related to your topic [ ] 
(d) If other (please mention) 
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3. Which of the following sources do you use in order to fulfill your 
Information requirements? (Please rank) 
(a) Periodicals [ ] 
(b) Conference proceedings [ ] 
(c) Internet [ ] 
(d) Journals [ ] 
(e) CD Rom Database [ ] 
(f) Any other please specify 
4. Have you ever used any online database and CD Rom database? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
5. Is your department subscribing any e-joumal on your subject? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
6. Do you use any e-journal on your related topic? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
7. Is MA Library subscribing to any of your subject related journal? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
8. Wliat type of material you seek in the University library? (please mark 
Multiple choice possible) 
(a) Textbook [ ] 
(b) Newspaper [ ] 
(c) Patents [ ] 
(d) Periodicals [ ] 
(e) Pamphlets [ ] 
(f) Reference book [ ] 
(g) Government Publications [ ] 
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(h) Thesis/Research Report [ ] 
(i) Exliibition [ ] 
G) General book [ ] 
9. Please mark the problem you meet while seeking the information in 
your University Library? (Multiple answer possible) 
(a) Material is not available [ ] 
(b) Library staff is unwilling for service [ ] 
(c) Incomplete information material [ ] 
(d) Information is located at a distance [ ] 
(e) Lack of time [ ] 
(f) Information is too vast [ ] 
10. Wliat is the level of satisfaction with information obtained from the 
library? 
Source/collection 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
11. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
id) 
12. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
if) 
Satisfied [ 
More satisfied [ 
Less satisfied [ 
Not satisfied [ 
] 
] 
] 
] 
If you use internet service, please mention the frequency of use 
Daily [ 
Twice in a week [ 
Once in a week [ 
Monthly [ 
Please rank the purpose of using the internet 
Academic purpose [ 
To browse e-joumals [ 
Chat [ 
Email [ 
To get latest information [ 
For entertainment [ 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
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13. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
14. 
(a) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Wliich search engine does you frequently? 
google.com 
yahoo.com 
msn.com/bing 
altavista.com 
Any other please specify 
Do you use email for communication? 
Yes 
No 
If yes please mention the frequency 
Frequently 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
15. For locating literature in your field which of the following do you 
prefer? 
(a) Want an open access system [ ] 
(b) Want closed access system [ ] 
16. To what extent you are able to update the advances in your field 
(a) To a very great extent [ ] 
(b) To a great extent [ ] 
(c) To some extent [ ] 
(d) To a little extent [ ] 
(e) Not at all [ ] 
17. Do you have any problem in searching the information from internet? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
18. How satisfied are you with web services provided by the University 
library? 
(a) Satisfactory [ ] 
(b) Less satisfactory [ ] 
(c) To some limit [ ] 
(d) Not at all [ ] 
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19. Do you believe that information seeking is time consuming process? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
20. Please the sources of useful information in 
(a) Newspaper [ ] 
(b) Television [ ] 
(c) Internet [ ] 
(d) Teachers [ ] 
(e) Fellow students [ 1 
(f) Library [ ] 
21. Has the attitude of the library staff been satisfactory? 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
22. Training in the use of library resources would have been useful 
(a) Yes [ ] 
(b) No [ ] 
23. Please give your suggestion (if any) 
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